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Pune is a place which has a very rich history and culture. While Mumbai is the political and
commercial capital of Maharashtra, Pune is the stateâ€™s cultural capital. Less crowded than Mumbai,
this place gives you a deep insight into the Maratha culture and traditions. All through history, Pune
was a stronghold of the Maratha kings and has been a witness to the landâ€™s history. Like most of the
cities in the world, Pune offers two distinct characters â€“ old Pune which is characterized by narrow
winding lanes and old constructions and new Pune which is replete with modern architectural high
rises and spacious atmosphere. The place is well connected to the rest of the country through
airways, road and rail. Pune flights are available from all major airports in the country. Also, cheap
Pune flights can be availed in local airlines such as Indigo, SpiceJet and Go Air. Travel by Pune
flights is comfortable and time saving.

Located around 450km from Pune is Goa. There are two flights to Goa from Pune every day. The
time taken for flights to Goa from Pune is around one hour, while road travel takes more than seven
hours. Goa is a place which does not need an introduction. A tourist heaven in its own right, Goa
offers a host of attractions for tourists. You have the best beaches in the country, sacred temples,
mosques and churches, wildlife, fishing, awe inspiring waterfalls, swaying fields and abundance of
fun and joy. There are flights to Goa from all parts of the country. You can fly in here and enjoy the
unique foot tapping music of Goa along with appetizing seafood delicacies. Goa is any touristâ€™s
dream come true because this place has everything.

Delhi is the capital of India and has one of the busiest airports in Southeast Asia. The terminal here
is worldâ€™s eighth biggest passenger terminal in the world. Delhi flights take off to all major
international destinations and the airport caters to almost 100 million passengers annually. The city
of Delhi is beautifully laid out and when you fly over the city in Delhi flights, you get to see this city in
all its glory â€“ the ancient Mughal structures blending in perfectly with the modern establishments of
the recent times.

There are a number of offbeat places in Delhi which you can visit. International Doll Museum is a
beautiful place which has hundreds of dolls all decked up in colorful costumes. Every person who
visits this place is transported back to his or her childhood. If you are travelling with kids, this
museum is a must visit. Purana Qila is another enchanting place which is usually not found in tour
itineraries. This old fort built by Humayun is in ruins but still presents an imposing picture. It is a nice
place to spend a day exploring the old Mughal way of life. There are a lot of parks which you can
visit as well. So, book into one of the many Delhi flights and take the trip to the capital city of India.
The place is modern, cultural and has a rich heritage which you can be proud of.
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Sanjana Singh - About Author:
a Pune flights and a Delhi flights and a cheap flight to Goa can be booked through a travel agent
with a lot of ease. Contact a good travel agent and make the booking. Each of these places has
numerous treasures for every tourist who knocks on its doors.
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